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Résumé

Just like any software, libraries evolve to incorporate new features, bug fixes, security
patches, and refactorings. However, when a library evolves, it may break the contract previ-
ously established with its clients by introducing Breaking Changes (BCs) in its API. These
changes might trigger compile-time, link-time, or run-time errors in client code. As a result,
clients may hesitate to upgrade their dependencies, raising security concerns and making
future upgrades even more difficult. Understanding how libraries evolve helps client devel-
opers to know which changes to expect and where to expect them, and library developers to
understand how they might impact their clients. In the most extensive study to date, Rae-
maekers et al. investigate to what extent developers of Java libraries hosted on the Maven
Central Repository (MCR) follow semantic versioning conventions to signal the introduction
of BCs and how these changes impact client projects. Their results suggest that BCs are
widespread without regard for semantic versioning, with a significant impact on clients. In
this paper, we conduct an external and differentiated replication study of their work. We
identify and address some limitations of the original protocol and expand the analysis to a
new corpus spanning seven more years of the MCR. We also present a novel static analysis
tool for Java bytecode, Maracas, which provides us with: (i) the set of all BCs between two
versions of a library, and; (ii) the set of locations in client code impacted by individual BCs.
Our key findings, derived from the analysis of 119,879 library upgrades and 293,817 clients,
contrast with the original study and show that 83.4% of these upgrades do comply with
semantic versioning. Furthermore, we observe that the tendency to comply with semantic
versioning has significantly increased over time. Finally, we find that most BCs affect code
that is not used by any client, and that only 7.9% of all clients are affected by BCs. These
findings should help (i) library developers to understand and anticipate the impact of their
changes; (ii) library users to estimate library upgrading effort and to pick libraries that are
less likely to break, and; (iii) researchers to better understand the dynamics of library-client
co-evolution in Java.
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